In the positron emission tomography/computed tomography (PET/CT) image diagnosis report, the semantic analysis of image findings section is an important part of the automatic diagnosis of medical image, which is an essential step for extracting keywords and abnormal sentences in the diagnostic report. To this end, this paper combines visibility attribute extraction network (VAE-Net) and bi-directional gated recurrent unit (BiGRU) into cascade networks to solve the tasks of attribute extraction and anomaly detection. First, a visibility attribute (VA) is defined to summary the vocabulary into 12 patterns based on the language characteristics in image findings. Second, a visibility attribute extraction network (VAE-Net) is developed to automatically extract VA from word embeddings, which is composed of residual convolutional neural network (residual CNN), BiGRU, and conditional random field (CRF). Finally, word embeddings and the corresponding VA are input into BiGRU and softmax to perform sentence-level anomaly detections. We evaluate the proposed method on a proprietary Chinese PET/CT diagnostic report dataset with an F1-score of 94.35% in the attribute extraction, an F1-score of 96.40% in sentence-level anomaly detection, and an F1-score of 96.77% in case-level anomaly detection. Besides, a publicity English national center for biotechnology information (NCBI) disease corpus dataset is used for externed validation with an F1-score of 95.81% in disease detection. The experimental results demonstrate the advantage of the proposed cascade networks as compared to other related methods.
I. INTRODUCTION
Positron emission tomography/computed tomography (PET/ CT) image examination is an important basis for disease diagnosis. The diagnosis reports are written by the doctor, which contains the basic information of the patient such as CT dose, Image Findings and so on [1] . Among them, Image Findings is the largest part in the diagnostic report, it comprehensively describes the image information of the patient. Automatic diagnosis of images can reduce the workload of doctors and improve the efficiency of the medical department. At present, the methods based on image diagnostic report automatic
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generation are mainly for X-ray image diagnosis [2] . Most of the methods are performed at the image level. The existing public diagnostic report datasets are mainly using long short-term memory (LSTM) to generate report [2] , but the result always not describe accurately because of the lack of analysis on every meaning of words. Another way is labeling keyword by Medical Text Indexer (MTI), which made image diagnosis tasks becomes a feasible classification fillin-the-blank problem [3] . These methods can produce good results in datasets with labeled keyword. However, MTI do not support Chinese language, which brings difficulties to Chinese automatic diagnosis, and just feed words to sentence may cause semantic conflict. Moreover, since sentences in the diagnostic reports are mainly normal sentences, PET/CT Image Findings is longer than X-ray Image Findings, which brings even more normal sentences, too many normal sentences will interfere with the training of machine learning methods. In order to solve this problem, Image Findings requires different kind of word attributes extraction and anomaly detection in language processing. The processing on word-level medical texts is mostly the problem of named entity recognition (NER), which contains recognition of disease name, drug name and so on. Many methods are developed to solve NER problem in recent years, which contains traditional methods [4] and machine learning methods [5] . Traditional methods mainly contain dictionary-based methods [6] , rule-based methods [7] and so on. At present, machine learning takes the place of traditional methods. It shows better results in NER tasks. However, methods for NER problem mainly focus on extracting non-produced nouns and have little effect in diagnosis reporting. The sentence-level question includes disease classification. For example, the i2b2 2008 Obesity Challenge [8] aims to identify whether a medical record contains 15 kinds of diseases. The best method of Solt [9] is still based on the rule-based identification of keywords, which does not have word attribute analysis of the entire sentence.
Machine learning methods are widely used in many domains [10] . Among machine learning, deep learning has been widely used in many tasks and has achieved satisfactory results, such as in the analysis of brain signals [11] , segmentation [12] , detection [13] and classify [14] in image, machine translation [15] , part-of-speech tagging [16] and NER in natural language processing (NLP). As a representative deep model, Conventional neural network (CNN) has achieved remarkable results in the image processing field, such as remote sensing image classification [17] and so on. In recent years, CNN is also applied in NLP tasks and obtained remarkable results [18] , [19] . Reccent neural network (RNN) [15] is often used in NLP tasks due to its high efficiency for sequential tasks, such as machine translation, named entity recognition, etc. Among the questions based on sentence classification, [20] uses latent dirichlet allocation (LDA) to obtain the potential topics ratio of the document, it use the Gaussian process for text classification. [21] uses term frequency-inverse document frequency (TF-IDF) algorithm to calculate the weight of each word in the text. Weights are multiplied with the word embedding trained in Word2vec. The obtained results are input into CNN for feature extraction. Finally the extracted features are classified by softmax. Doc2vec is also used in sentences quantization. [22] uses CNN to classify sentences. These works of identifying sentences provides some ideas for our work.
However, the segmentation of the boundary of Chinese words is difficult in the NER tasks, sometimes a same Chinese word may have multi-meaning in different conditions. In addition, not like every English word have many characters, each Chinese word just has 2 or 3 even 1 chars, which make it difficult to extract multiple features through character embedding. Therefore, many processing methods for English cannot be directly applied on Chinese problems. Therefore, a model that adapts to multiple languages is needed to understand the semantics of different languages.
The work of this paper is based on the Image Findings section in the Chinese PET/CT diagnostic report: 1) visibility attribute extraction and 2) anomaly detection. In the visibility attribute extraction part, based on the previously completed results [23] , we propose the visibility attribute extraction network (VAE-Net). VAE-Net uses the Improved Residual-CNN (IR-CNN) to extract the contextual features of the text vocabulary from the word embedding. Next, VAE-Net uses bi-directional gated recurrent unit (BiGRU) [24] to extract the advanced contextual features of the vocabulary based on the contextual features. These two features are then made into a ''concentrated residual''. The concentrated residual are input into the conditional random field (CRF) [25] to extract attributes and obtain the visibility attribute. In the anomaly detection, the attributes of the Image Findings are combined with the word embedding. The anomaly detection of the sentence is determined by BiGRU-Softmax.
Our work is an extension of [23] . The contributions of this paper are as follows.
• Visibility Attribute (VA) is proposed to analyze the semantic information of Image Findings, which can assist the detection of the anomaly of the PET/CT Image Findings.
• In order to extract VA, the visibility attribute extraction Network (VAE-Net) is proposed. VAE-Net uses two kinds of residual structures named ''superposition concentrated residual'' and ''concentrated residual''. Superposition concentrated residual structure is used on IR-CNN for extracting context features. VAE-Net makes a concentrated residual with the results of IR-CNN and BiGRU to extract context features and advanced context features of words in the reports. The extracted features are input to the CRF for the extraction of VA.
• This paper introduces an anomaly detection method. The method combines the word embedding of the text vocabulary and its corresponding VA as input to perform the detection of the anomaly on sentence-level.
• Our method verifies the detection problem on the English dataset. The results show that our method can be applied not only to Chinese text, but also has effective results to English text.
II. METHOD
The procedure of cascade networks is divided into three steps: (1) . Text Encoding. (2) . VA Extraction. (3). Anomaly Detection.
The specific steps are as follows.
Step The above process is shown in Figure 1 .
A. TEXT ENCODING
Text encoding is consists of three steps: (1) . sentence segmentation (2). word segmentation (3). word encoding. The process is shown in Figure 2 .
Step 1. Sentence segmentation. Sentence segmentation is based on Chinese punctuation and instructions of doctors, dividing a document into N S sentences.
Step 2. Word Segmentation. In the task of Chinese text processing, word boundary recognition is very important in word segmentation. Chinese sentences do not have a way to separate words like spaces inside English sentences. Therefore, if there is no word segmentation method, ''right side'' cannot be separated with ''pelvis'' in Chinese. Therefore, the Chinese word segmentation tool Jieba is used to segment the sentences to obtain the N W vocabulary corresponding to each sentence. It is worth mentioning that Jieba supports custom thesaurus. This paper builds a thesaurus through a public medical term set, which can effectively improve the accuracy of word segmentation. It is mainly composed of six minor thesaurus. Chinese ICD lexicon, Chinese human anatomy nouns, diagnostic lexicon, ''smile'' medical imaging lexicon, medical vocabulary and image lexicon. Specifically speaking, the Chinese ICD lexicon mainly includes vocabulary related to disease names. Chinese human anatomy nouns mainly includes vocabulary related to the morphology and structural characteristics of various human systems and organs. The diagnostic lexicon mainly includes nouns of medical examination and medical diagnosis. ''smile'' medical imaging lexicon mainly contains professional vocabulary of medical imaging professional methods. The medical vocabulary mainly includes human tissue structure and its corresponding vocabulary. The image lexicon mainly contains professional vocabulary related to medical radiology [27] .
Step 3. Word encoding. Word2vec is used to convert words obtained through Jieba into K -dimension word embeddings. In this paper, K is set to 64. For reasons of reducing the amount of calculation, the negative sampling is used to encode the words. For example, the subject of the diagnostic report is the body part. The words ''upper'' and ''left'' are used as the modification of the body part. In the PET/CT diagnostic report, different degrees of lesions will appear. According to the malignant degree of the disease, it can be divided into passive and malignant. At the same time, if the body part grows well, the doctor will describe it with positive words. The doctor will also describe the texture and shape of the lesion. In addition to the important vocabulary categories in these diagnostic reports, it also contains general text categories such as punctuations, numbers and units, pronouns and so on. According to the above characteristics, the information in Image Findings of the diagnosis report is divided into 12 patterns according to the position information, pathological information and text information, that is, ''visibility attribute'' ∈ {0,...,11}, as shown in Table 1 .
2) AUTOMATIC EXTRACTION
In order to automatically extract VA, this paper builds a new network structure: VAE-Net. VAE-Net consists of three parts: IR-CNN, BiGRU and CRF. IR-CNN extracts the context feature from the N R × N S × N W ×64-dimension word embedding obtained by word2vec. Then inputs the obtained 
The VAE-Net network structure is shown in Figure 3 .
As shown in the Figure 3 , inspired by the work of ResNet [28] , the CNN part preserves the original information through two kinds of residual structure in order to better extract the relationship characteristics between adjacent attributes. Since the network extracts context features by repeated convolution, it will also cause the word vector contain too much information from other words and thus lose the characteristics of the word vector itself. Therefore, the original word embedding is repeatedly retained by the residual structure. The same as R-CNN in CRC-Model [23] , this paper still uses a superposition concentrated residual structure, as shown in Eq. (1).
In Eq. (1), Op is the output of the structure. x is violet line in Figure 3 
Add(x, F(x))
Unlike that in CRC-Model, where each convolutional layer along with a convolution kernel size of 3, a convolutional layer is along with a convolution kernel size of 1 instead of 3 in VAE-Net. It is used to combine features from each dimensions for feature integration to get the context features. In this paper, this structure is referred as an Improved Residual-CNN(IR-CNN).
The BiGRU part is consists of two layers of BiGRU and one layer of Dropout. Dropout is used to prevent overfitting. The context features obtained by the IR-CNN are input into the BiGRU part to perform advanced context feature extraction. GRU is a variant of the RNN. For reason that RNN has good performance for time series data processing tasks, it is often used in NLP tasks. Compared with the best performing RNN variant LSTM, GRU has fewer parameters and faster convergence. Therefore, this paper uses GRU to extract advanced context features. For the characteristic of VA that the output of current moment is not only related to the previous state, but also related to the state afterwards. For example: ''the right pelvic wall with multiple lymphadenopathy''. The word ''right side'' is related to word ''The pelvic wall''. ''The pelvic wall'' is related to the ''right side'' on the left side, and the ''multiple'' and ''lymph nodes'' on the right side have the main predicate affiliation of the statement, so the processing structure is required to deal word information from both sides at the same time. BiGRU is used to address this issue.
Borrowing the idea of residual, the context features and the advanced context features are part of the features in the way of concentrated residual. After extracting these two features with size N R × N S × N W ×384-dimensions, they are input into the classifier for automatic extraction of VA. The output of the classifier are 12 VA patterns. Therefore, an attribute vector of N R × N S × N W ×384-dimensions is obtained. According to experience of CRF in achieving impressive results in text processing tasks, CRF is selected as the classifier. 
C. ANOMALY DETECTION
In order to perform the sentence-level anomaly detection on diagnose report. This paper builds a simple anomaly detection network. The detection unit of the anomaly detection network is every sentence of the Chinese diagnostic report. If the sentence contains disease information, it outputs True, otherwise False. The input is an N R ×N S ×N W ×65-dimension features. This vector is concentrated by the text encoding part of the N R × N S × N W ×64-dimension word embedding and the N R × N S × N W ×1 VA obtained by VAE-Net. After the anomaly detection network, the extracted sentence features are obtained. The anomaly detection of the sentence features is performed by Softmax. The detection result of the sentence with dimension of N R × N S ×1 is output by Softmax. The process of anomaly detection is shown in Figure 4 .
Unlike the BiGRU of the VAE-Net, the BiGRU in the anomaly detection does not return information for each unit in the sequence, it only returns the final information of the entire sentence. After using Softmax to output the recognition probability of the sentence, this paper determines whether to output the exception by the probability result. Softmax gives each sentence an anomaly probability and a normal probability. If the probability of the anomalyity is greater than the set value T , the sentence is anomaly. The status is true, otherwise false. In this paper, T is set to 0.5. Finally, the anomaly conditions of all sentences are accumulated and the anomaly detection results are obtained.
III. RESULTS

A. EXPERIMENT DATASET 1) DIAGNOSTIC REPORT DATA STRUCTURE
The specific structure of PET/CT diagnostic report we used is shown in the Table 2 . According to information seen on the patients PET/CT image, the doctor describes the problematic part seen in the image in the Image Findings. They use qualifier to describe problems at current situation. Finally doctors write down its points in the image diagnosis part according to the condition. The Image Findings section contains the basic information of the entire patient images. Therefore, this paper selects the text of this part to detect the anomaly. Experiments are carried out on HP Z440 workstation, Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5-2637 v4 @3.50GHz, NVIDIA Quadro P4000 for GPU acceleration.
2) DATASET
Experimental data includes a proprietary diagnostic report dataset and public NCBI disease corpus dataset. 12 kinds of VA of the text vocabulary in Image Findings are marked by medical related graduate students under the guidance of the imaging physician. To evaluate the validity of the proposed method and the generalization of different language problems, the NCBI disease corpus dataset [26] is applied as a validation. NCBI disease corpus dataset is a biologically-based disease NER problem. This dataset introduces the origin of the disease, symptoms and other issues. The purpose of public dataset is to detect the name of the disease, which is different from this paper. In order to verify our method, the statement in the public dataset is applied in this paper. We convert the word-level annotations in the public dataset into sentence-level annotations, then detect whether the disease vocabulary is included in the statement.
Among the anomaly detection tasks, the training set includes 108 diagnostic reports of private data, a total of 38,940 VA, 2,971 sentences. The validation set includes 7,330 VA, 542 sentences of 20 diagnostic reports. The test set includes 9540 VA of 26 diagnostic reports, 723 sentences. In the NCBI disease detection task, 2971 sentences of the training set, 542 sentences of the verification set, and 723 sentences of the test set are included. As shown in Table 3 .
The number of each attribute of the dataset in Image Findings are shown in Table 4 .
B. EVALUATION METRICS
This paper uses precision (P), recall (R) and F1 score values [30] in VA extraction tasks to do comparation with others method. In the anomaly detection tasks, F1 score values is chosen to evaluate the result of anomaly detection in medical image text. Evaluate metric is calculated using equations as follows:
where TP is the number of correctly labeled words in target category. FP is the number of words that are other category, but network labeled them as this category. FN is the number of this category words, which network classifies as other category. 
C. RESULT OF VA EXTRACTION
In this section, common used method BiGRU-CRF, BiLSTM-CRF, BiLSTM-CNN-CRF, CNN-BiLSTM-CRF and the previous method CRC-Model-CRF(CRC-CRF) are compared with VAE-Net. In our experiment, batch size is set to 32. Adam is chosen as the optimizer, where the learning rate is set to 0.0005, beta 1 = 0.9, beta 2 = 0.999. Early-stopping time is 5. The sentence length N w is set to 50, which is longer than the longest sentence in the dataset. In order to make the training more adequate and avoid decreasing the performance of the verification and testing phase, the part from the sentence length to 50 is filled by repeating this sentence in training set and it is filled with 0 in the validation set and test set. The feature visualization analysis is shown in Figure 5 . As shown in Figure 5 , different features (horizontal direction) of the same word have certain differences. In addition, compared with word embedding, the context features obtained by IR-CNN enhance the representation of the word itself, and the difference between the same feature (vertical direction) in different words is larger. The advanced context features obtained by BiGRU pays more attention to the characteristic representation of the relationship between words, and the same feature between words are more smooth in the figure.
The comparison results of each method on epochs are shown in the Figure 6 . As shown in Figure 6 , VAE-Net achieves significant performance improvements over other methods in training times, which surpassing CRC-CRF (the latter achieved optimal performance in [23] ). VAE-Net uses only 10 iterations, approximately 25% less than the second fastest method. The total training time and number of epochs of each method are shown in Table 5 .
As shown in Table 5 , our method achieves the second fastest in total time, just slower than BiGRU-CRF. CRC-CRF also shows an acceptable result. On one hand, the structure of BiGRU accounts for the fast speed of VAE-Net, which is used in the top three fastest networks. On the other hand, faster convergence speed also contributes to the fast speed of VAE-Net as fewer epochs will save more time. Table 6 shows the test results and total accuracy of each VA training using different networks.
As can be seen from Table 6 , VAE-Net shows the best F1 score in total, which is 0.02% higher than the CRC-CRF, 0.29% more than CNN-BiLSTM-CRF. The ratio increases by 0.25% compared with BiLSTM-CNN-CRF. It is 0.32% higher compared to BiLSTM-CRF.
D. PERFORMANCE ON ANOMALY DETECTION 1) RESULT OF PRIVATE DATASET
In order to verify the effect of VA in anomaly detection, we input word embedding, VA and its POS tag in the diagnostic report respectively. Sentences are input into BiGRU-Softmax to classified whether the sentence contains anomaly. Our method combines the word embedding and VA as input. The network will output whether this sentence obtains related anomaly conditions of the patient.
In this experiment, the anomaly detection of sentences in the diagnosis report is based on sentence-level and case-level. The sentence-level dataset stores the sentences in all the diagnostic reports into a sentence library. The training of the anomaly detection training is then perform on the sentence library. After training, this paper uses the trained model of sentence-level to detect anomaly information of case-level dataset, that is, anomaly detection for each diagnostic report, and calculate the averaged P, R, and F1 value of each diagnostic report.
For contrast, the POS [29] information of the word is concentrated with the word embedding in the same way as VA. This paper also takes the word embedding and the VA separately as input, attempting to find out the influence of different features on the anomaly detection through the F1 result. Table 7 shows the output of BiGRU-Softmax using different inputs based on the sentence-level. As shown in Table 7 , when the word embedding is used alone, the F1 value of 92.01% is obtained. The F1 value of 94.16% can be obtained by using the VA alone. When combine word embedding and VA, a better result of 96.40% is got. It is 0.85% higher compared with word embedding and POS tag. 2.24% compared with only VA and 4.39% compared VOLUME 7, 2019 FIGURE 7. Our method on the anomaly detection performance in case-level dataset. with only word embedding. Figure 7 shows the results of the evaluation of the method in this paper of case-level dataset.
As shown in Figure 7 , the accuracy of anomaly detection in the detection of case-level dataset exceeds 95%, the diagnosis report can be effectively identified. We can also get VA from this anomaly sentences, VA can act as tags for further automatic diagnosis.
2) RESULT OF PUBLIC DATASET
In order to verify the statement-level detection method, we proposed to use our method to justify if the sentences contains entity. the entire sentence in the public dataset is divided into sentences by '','' and ''.'', labels are using the vocabulary marked with the disease statement in public dataset. The sentence with the vocabulary label is marked as 1, and the sentence without the vocabulary label is marked as 0. In the disease detection problem, since public dataset does not have 12 types of visible attributes like the visible text of the image, this paper choose to apply the feature extraction method of the attribute directly to the statement level detection. Firstly, the feature extraction model before the CRF in VAE-Net is used to extract the characteristics of each word in the sentence. All features are get through the last layer of BiGRU. The final overall sentence information are put into the Softmax classification to get the disease detection results. The experimental results are shown in Table 8 .
As shown in Table 8 , the method of this paper also shows a high accuracy in the disease detection problem. The recurrent neural networks BiGRU and BiLSTM are higher in precision, our method demonstrates a higher recall rate. The final F1 score reaches 95.83%, which is the highest compared with other networks.
IV. DISCUSSIONS
In the VA extraction tasks, the experimental results show that the VAE-Net overcomes the limitations of the CRC-Model and obtains an F1 score of 94.35%, showing the best results in the diagnostic report dataset. The CNN-BiLSTM-CRF method uses the form of convolution to extract feature information before and after the word in order to extract the features of the whole sentence. Compared with CNN-BiLSTM-CRF, the overall F1 value of VAE-Net is increased by 0.29%, but CNN-BiLSTM-CRF has better accuracy with less training data, such as the malignant vocabulary and negative vocabulary. Thus, it may be more suitable for the extraction of small quantity attributes. BiLSTM-CNN-CRF first extracts the feature information of the word in the whole sentence, and then extracts the feature before and after the word. Compared with BiLSTM-CNN-CRF, the overall F1 value of VAE-Net is increased by 0.25%. BiLSTM-CRF only extracts words in the whole sentence, the VAE-Net is increased by 0.30% compared with BiLSTM-CRF. What's more, compared with other methods, VAE-Net has a faster convergence speed as shown in Figure 6 , VAE-Net has even fewer epochs than our last work CRC-Model. It can be observed that GRU-based methods are faster than LSTM-based methods due to the fewer parameters. The training time of VAE-Net is the second shortest among all the compared methods, just slower than BiGRU-CRF. However, VAE-Net has fewer epochs and better results than BiGRU-CRF, which confirms the computational efficiency of VAE-Net. In the meantime, VAE-Net is faster than the previous work CRC-Model, which means that the fast speed of VAE-Net does not just rely on the structure of residual.
In the anomaly information detection problem, the features based on the fusion of VA and word embedding achieves 96.40% F1 value in the sentence-level based test, and reaches 96.77% F1 value in the case-level based test. It makes sense to work in practical problems.
The method of this paper also carried out on disease detection experiments in the English dataset NCBI disease corpus. The experimental result shows that the method of this paper shows a recall rate of 96.23% compared with BiGRU, BiLSTM, CNN-BiLSTM and so on. The horizontal comparison of all networks is the highest. At the same time, this paper shows a weak advantage in the F1 value. The experiment proves feature extraction method is also applicable in the disease detection problem of English text.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the medical vocabulary reported in the PET/CT images is summarized into 12 kinds of ''visibility attribute'' (VA) based on the characteristics of natural language in Image Findings. The VAE-Net method of the neural network solves the tasks of extraction of VA in the report. The application of VA and word embedding are used as input data to detect the anomaly information in the report.
The detection problem is verified in the English NCBI disease corpus dataset.
Experiments show that the cascade networks in this paper achieves better results than other methods. The possible reason is that VA is more sensitive to the text in diagnosis reports and can better understand the meaning of the diagnosis report. Since Chinese language processing is more difficult than other languages and Chinese is the language used by the most populous country in the world, it also has a certain value for Chinese language research. In the meantime, the method of this paper is also applicable to the English language, showing good practicality.
Our work is proposed for PET/CT automatic diagnosis. It can extract anomaly sentences from total diagnosis report. Meanwhile, VA can be extracted in the sentence, which can be used as semantic analysis and give more information for image-level disagnostic.
The method in this paper uses only Word2vec to encode the words in the diagnostic report. In future experiments, more embedding methods can be used to obtain lexical vectors to improve the detection accuracy. Moreover, many neural machine translation methods can be used for automatic diagnosis. In the future work, more detailed textual information may be identified for the automatic diagnosis in PET/CT.
